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Mr. Chairman and members of the House Public Utilities Committee, my name is Kim
Bojko. I am a partner with the law firm Carpenter, Lipps, and Leland, where I specialize in
energy and public utility law. I also serve as energy counsel to both The Ohio
Manufacturers’ Association (OMA) and the OMA Energy Group. I appreciate the opportunity
to present proponent testimony on House Bill 128 (HB 128).
The OMA represents the manufacturing sector of Ohio. We boast approximately 1,300
members – of all sizes. It is impossible to competitively operate a modern manufacturing
facility without affordable and reliable power. Our membership includes many of the largest,
most sophisticated energy users in the state. Some of our members consume the same
amount of electricity as a medium-sized city. In short, energy is very important to Ohio’s
manufacturing competitiveness.
The OMA was an opponent of House Bill 6 (HB 6). OMA and its members testified
numerous times in opposition to the anti-consumer and anti-competitive provisions of the bill
now tied to the pending bribery investigation by the Southern District of Ohio’s U.S.
Prosecutor’s Office.
Harmful provisions of HB 6 included the following:
A. Clean Air Fund/Subsidies for Nuclear Plants: HB 6’s “crown jewel” was a $150
million-a-year subsidy for the owner of Ohio’s two nuclear power plants. This
subsidy, financed by Ohio’s electric consumers, could not be justified – especially
since publicly available financial data and the owner’s proposed $800 million stock
buyback demonstrated that the subsidy was and is not needed. An additional $20
million subsidy for select solar plants brought this subsidy total to $170 million
annually.
B. Decoupling (Profit Guarantees): The bill’s decoupling mechanism provided the
FirstEnergy utilities with 2018 revenue levels (plus at least an additional $66 million
each year), regardless of the amount of electricity sold. The data and analyses
demonstrate how HB 6 authorized the FirstEnergy utilities to collect $355 million
through 2024 – and hundreds of millions more in later years – from Ohio’s electric
customers. (FirstEnergy CEO told investors this provision would make the company
“somewhat recession proof.”)
C. OVEC Subsidies: HB 6 provided additional subsidies for the utility owners of the
Ohio Valley Electric Corporation (OVEC) coal plants – subsidies estimated to be
worth $700 million through 2030. One of the two plants is in Indiana.

During the waning days of the 133rd General Assembly, the OMA testified on several
different pieces of legislation that addressed the repeal of HB 6. Last year, the OMA
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supported then Representative Romanchuk’s House Bill 772 as the most comprehensive
approach to address the problems presented by HB 6. We still believe that would be the
best approach to protect Ohio’s business and residential customers.
Nonetheless, while not addressing all of the issues that we raised about HB 6 over the past
two years, HB 128 begins the process of rebalancing Ohio’s utility laws between customers
and utilities.
HB 128 eliminates the Clean Air Fund subsidies for Ohio’s two nuclear plants and select
solar projects in the state. Since mid-2019, the OMA has provided members of the General
Assembly information regarding the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s long awaited
Minimum Offer Price Rule (MOPR). At that time, we cautioned of the obstacle posed by
MOPR, stating that the nuclear plants would not be able to participate in the capacity
auctions with a state subsidy in the law. More specifically, in June of 2019, OMA explained:
“This is a real, probable, and possibly unintended consequence of H.B. 6 – that Ohio’s
nuclear power plants will be ineligible to compete in wholesale capacity auctions and will
likely be further impaired financially by this loss in revenue.”1 We are pleased to see that
others now agree with our initial analysis regarding the rule.
The bill also repeals the FirstEnergy utilities’ decoupling provisions and removes the
modification to the Significantly Excessive Earnings Test included in House Bill 166, last
General Assembly’s operating budget bill. Finally, the bill also provides for a transmission
study.
While these are necessary provisions, we would urge this committee to continue the repeal
of other utility friendly provisions contained in HB 6, most notably the subsidies for OVEC.
HB 6 codified and extended the subsidy for OVEC through 2030. OVEC owns two legacy,
uneconomical power plants, Clifty Creek in Indiana and Kyger Creek in Ohio. The OVEC
subsidy currently collects tens of millions of dollars each year from customers of AEP Ohio,
Duke, and DP&L. FirstEnergy customers are now receiving new charges for the first time to
subsidize OVEC, due to provisions in HB 6.
HB 128 is a positive step in the right direction, repealing many of the bad provisions of HB
6. OMA supports the bill, however, as stated above, we would highly encourage this body to
take the next step and repeal the OVEC subsidies in HB 6 as well.
Thank you. I would be happy to answer any questions.

1

See https://www.ohiomfg.com/wp-content/uploads/HB-6-Memo-on-Nuclear-Plant-Revenue-7.16.19-JSrev.pdf
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An Analysis of Ohio Nuclear Plant Profitability Under House Bill 6
The Ohio House of Representatives recently
passed House Bill 6 (H.B. 6), a major rework of
Ohio’s electricity policy. H.B. 6 would
significantly affect customer costs and how
electricity markets function in Ohio. Energy
counsel for The Ohio Manufacturers’
Association (OMA), Kim Bojko of Carpenter
Lipps & Leland, has separately provided a legal
analysis on what H.B. 6 does and how it works.
In summary, H.B. 6 creates excessive profit for
Ohio’s nuclear plants of up to $330 million per
year over the six-year term of the Clean Air
Program. In this memo we examine the nuclear
plants’ profitability, multiple compensation
mechanisms for nuclear power plants in H.B. 6,
how the bill would trigger special treatment of
the nuclear plants’ capacity revenue, and
forthcoming changes in wholesale electricity
markets that create additional revenue for
nuclear plants.

Ohio’s Nuclear Plants’ Excessive
Profit Under House Bill 6
•

•

•

•
Nuclear Plant Profitability

Currently plants may not need
financial support.
o Dr. Paul Sotkiewicz estimates
$72 million annual profit
presently.
H.B. 6 may contribute to
excessive profits of an estimated
$330 million a year.
o Of that, $150 million a year
from Clean Air Credits.
H.B.6 triggers changes in
capacity auctions.
o Plants removed from capacity
auction - $82 million a year.
o Possible $157 million a year
in State of Ohio capacity
revenue envisioned by FES.
Other changes to PJM electricity
market include energy market
rule changes - $33 million a year.

H.B. 6 was passed with the purported intent to
keep Ohio’s two nuclear power plants, Davis-Besse and Perry, up and running. The
owner of these two nuclear plants, FirstEnergy Solutions (FES), is currently going through
bankruptcy proceedings. However, FES is expected to emerge from bankruptcy
financially solvent. And the financial well-being of FES is not necessarily reflective of the
financial viability of its nuclear power plants. Thus, questions remain:
•

How financially viable are the nuclear power plants presently?

•

And will the nuclear power plants emerge from bankruptcy in a better financial
position?
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Two authoritative sources have addressed the nuclear power plants’ profitability. PJM’s
Independent Market Monitor releases an annual “State of the Market” report, which
includes financial surplus or shortfall of PJM’s 18 nuclear power plants.
We have reproduced the Independent Market Monitor’s estimates in the table below. The
Monitor estimates that three of PJM’s 18 nuclear plants are losing money, while the other
15 are profitable.

Table 1: Independent Market Monitor Estimates of Nuclear Power Plant Annual Financial Surplus or Shortfall.

There are several insights to glean from this analysis. First, Ohio participates in the
regional PJM electricity market, and most nuclear power resources in this market will
continue to operate and be profitable. In other words, Ohio’s access to low-carbon nuclear
power is not significantly at risk.
Another insight is that FES’s two Ohio nuclear plants are estimated to lose $93 million in
2021. While this is a significant loss, it is substantially less than the $165 million annual
payment expected from the Clean Air Program created under H.B. 6.
Estimates of Nuclear Power Plant Annual Financial Surplus or Shortfall
The Independent Market Monitor cannot disclose specific power plant financial data, and
so Table 1 presents estimates. Thus, the Monitor relies on average operating costs data
from the Nuclear Energy Institute to estimate operating costs, as well as public data on
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energy production and wholesale electricity market prices to estimate revenue. The
estimated operating costs reflect typical single unit nuclear plant costs. If FES’s nuclear
plants are losing more money than this estimate, it would demonstrate that they are not
operating their plants as efficiently as the industry average. This means the Clean Air
Program would be compensating for below-average operating performance, not just the
benefits of nuclear power.
Another separate financial analysis was completed by Dr. Paul Sotkiewicz, former chief
economist for PJM. Dr. Sotkiewicz’s financial analysis shows that post-bankruptcy, the
Davis-Besse and Perry nuclear plants will likely turn an annual profit. Dr. Sotkiewicz
estimates the annual profit to be $28 million for Davis Besse and $44 million for Perry, for
a combined profit of $72 million annually1.
Dr. Sotkiewicz’s estimates differ from the Independent Market Monitor’s for two main
reasons. First, Dr. Sotkiewicz accounts for the nuclear plants’ financial situation postbankruptcy. Second, Dr. Sotkiewicz relies on specific financial filings of these nuclear
power plants.
These financial estimates call into question the following:
•

Do the Davis-Besse and Perry nuclear power plants need financial assistance?

•

Does the Clean Air Program over-compensate the nuclear power plants?

•

Is the Clean Air Program compensating poor business decisions, in addition to the
environmental benefits of nuclear power?

H.B. 6 Revenue Streams for Nuclear Plants
H.B. 6 creates a Clean Air Program, financed by charges applied to each customer of an
Ohio investor-owned utility (AEP Ohio, DP&L, Duke, and the FirstEnergy companies).
Each year the Clean Air Program will pay $9 for each MWh of electricity produced by
nuclear power plants. According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), over
the past three years, Davis-Besse produced 7,216,607 MWh on average, and Perry
generated 10,390,121 MWh on average. However, HB 6 provides for total compensation
to the nuclear plants at $150 million per year.
Therefore, it is estimated that under the Clean Air Program, the nuclear plants would be
compensated as follows:
7,216,607 MWh (Davis-Besse) + 10,390,121 MWh (Perry) = 17,606,728 MWh
17,606,728 MWh x $9 /MWh (Clean Air Credit) = $158,460,552/year
Annual compensation = $150,000,000 /year
Nuclear power plant output will vary from year to year, depending on the plants’ refueling
schedule and up-time.

“The Market and Financial Position of Nuclear Resources in Ohio”, Dr. Paul Sotkiewicz, E-Cubed Policy
Associations, LLC. Table 12
1
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H.B. 6 Triggered Capacity Auction Changes
H.B. 6 not only sets into sequence a series of reactions in the wholesale electricity market,
which will affect Ohio’s electricity prices, but also how the nuclear power plants are
compensated for electricity, and the level of that compensation. At the heart of this set of
reactions are forthcoming changes to PJM’s electric capacity auction. The capacity
auction is the mechanism by which PJM assures enough electricity resources are
available for the grid system at times of peak demand. Please note that capacity
payments are an important part of overall economic viability for a power plant.
However, PJM is also charged with ensuring a fair and level playing field for power plants
competing for capacity payments. This is especially true now, as PJM is consistently
exceeding its reliability goal and there is an abundance of power plants on the grid, with
even more new entrants waiting.
With this abundance of generation, uneconomic power plants may be unable to compete
and receive a capacity payment. As a result, some uneconomic power plants are seeking
subsidies from their respective states to remain viable. This undermines the integrity of
the market. And the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has thus deemed
PJM’s capacity auction as unjust and unreasonable. FERC has issued guidelines, with
time for comment, that essentially will wall-off generating plants that receive materially
significant state subsidies from participating the PJM’s capacity auction.
In simple terms, if H.B. 6 passes, Ohio’s nuclear power plants would be removed from
PJM’s capacity auction, and they would lose the ability to earn this revenue. We estimate
this lost revenue potential at around $82 million a year, as shown in the calculation below:
894 MW (Davis-Besse) + 1,256 MW (Perry) = 2,150 MW (combined capacity)
2,150 MW x $105 /MW-day (3-year average capacity price) x 365 days/year = $82
million/year
This is a real, probable, and possibly unintended consequence of H.B. 6 – that Ohio’s
nuclear power plants will be ineligible to compete in wholesale capacity auctions and will
likely be further impaired financially by this loss in revenue. This is probably an untenable
financial position for the nuclear plants.
Fortunately, there is no need for speculation. FirstEnergy Solutions has already provided
comment on these rules, including advice on how Ohio can make up for this unexpected
loss of revenue. Specifically, FES states that credits for zero emissions for nuclear plants
are “not intended to provide resources with sufficient revenue, in the absence of a
capacity payment, to make continued operation viable”2.
This is to say, FES intends to ask for capacity payments in addition to Clean Air Credit
payments. Because PJM will not provide these capacity payments, the state of Ohio
would need to do so, and Ohio ratepayers would need to cover this cost. FES has
provided an example of around $200 /MW-day compensation for capacity. At this rate,
Ohio would need to create the following additional revenue for the nuclear power plants:
2

FERC Docket EL18-178, Initial Comments of FirstEnergy Solutions Corp., Page 10
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2,150 MW x $200 /MW-day (3-year average capacity price) x 365 days/year = $157
million/year
Note: H.B. 6 does not create a mechanism for Ohio to set capacity prices, collect the
costs from ratepayers, or pay the payment to generators.
Other Changes in PJM’s Electricity Market
While the nuclear plants will not be eligible for capacity payments from PJM, they will still
participate in PJM’s energy markets, which compensate generators for the electricity they
produce, as opposed to the peak capacity. The energy markets, too, are undergoing rule
changes that are expected to create increased revenue for nuclear power plants –
specifically, changes to the Operating Reserve Demand Curve included in PJM’s Price
Formation Filing.
According to the Independent Market Monitor, nuclear power plants will receive an
additional $15,344 /MW-year3 due to changes in the Operating Reserve Demand Curve.
This would create an additional $33 million/year for Ohio’s nuclear power plants:
2,150 MW x $15,344 /MW-year = $33 million/year
PJM is also investigating carbon pricing for its market. While it is too early to say if a rule
would pass, how it would work, and what revenue it would create for Ohio’s nuclear plants,
one can assume there is the possibility of future payments for carbon-free generation.
Excessive Profits Potential
H.B. 6 thus sets up significant excessive profit potential for Ohio’s nuclear plants. For
example, should the nuclear power plants be profitable post-bankruptcy, and should Ohio
create a capacity payment to replace PJM’s for the nuclear plant, Ohio’s nuclear plants
would have the following annual profits:
$72 million/year (post-bankruptcy profit) + $150 million/year (Clean Air Program revenue)
- $82 million/year (capacity auction lost revenue) + $157 million/year (Ohio set capacity
revenue) + $33 million/year (PJM price formation changes) = $330 million/year
If we use the Independent Market Monitor’s estimates of the two nuclear plants’ financial
losses – and we assume that Ohio does not create a capacity price and payment
mechanism for the plants – the net annual profits of the nuclear plants under H.B. 6 are
still $16.5 million.
Conclusions and Findings
Based on the above data, Ohio policymakers should take into consideration the following
questions:
•
3

Do the nuclear plants truly need financial support, post-bankruptcy?

Monitoring Analytics, “ORDC Simulation Results: Version 2”, Table 20.
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•

Does H.B. 6 create excessive profits for the nuclear power plants?

•

Can Ohio’s payments to the nuclear power plants be lowered if the plants start
receiving additional revenue from energy markets?

•

Will Ohio be asked, or required, to create a capacity payment mechanism for the
nuclear power plants to replace the probable loss of PJM capacity payments to the
nuclear power plants?
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